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Abstract

As a graduate student undertaking a degree in Landscape Alchitectule, the author requiled a research methodology that

accommodated the multidisciplinary nature of landscape architectural practice in her research process. Ernploying apost-

modem qualitative research desigtt, this project strives to suspend our avoidance of the realities of death and dying and to open

our minds to the value of garden in response to the needs of people in the hospice context. The site and its context are contern-

plated through multiple cultulal texts and imagery. According to Husserl, any project designed to explai¡ or control the natural

world propeÏly begins within the realm of one's own experience of the phenomenon under study. This helps to legitimize the

subjective experience of the world as lived and experienced (Husserl, 1999).

One of the primary treatises of qualitative research is the lejection of the idea that researchers are separate from the

phenomena they are studying, therefore, in this spirit, an autoethnographic technique is used tlrrotrghout the document. Auto-

ethnography is a form of narrative that seeks to bridge the gap between self and other, revealing personal experie¡ce, opening a

space for dialogue.

The inquiry is grounded in an exploratiou of the design of a thelapeutic hospice garden. The history of hospice, heal-

ing garden and death are explored in this context. A variety of galden fonns is considered and their usefulness in the liealing

garden examined' This qualitative inquiry concludes with a visual exploration of landscape desig¡ elements for the Foothills

Country Hospice.
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Chapter One - Introduction

In2002, two years into my Landscape Architecture education, I began to ponder the notion of landscape as healing. I

explored the research and clesigns of professionals in the field of therapeutic landscape design. Life experiences combined

with reflections upon those readings led me to investigate "hospice" and the benefits of the designed landscape in that context.

My recent move to Alberta and my knowledge of the inception of the Foothills Country Hospice confirmed a research path.

I began to characterize the design potential of the hospice and healing gardens as a 'unique veLnacular', providing a home-

like selling f'or those r,vho live, work at, and visit the hospice. The prirnary function of this landscape is the facilitation of

psychological and spiritual healing of these people. This research explores the many implications of the healing landscape;

the relationship between outdoor space and people in the context of hospice. The meaning of choice in quality of life for the

terrninally ill and their loved ones is grounded in an exploration of the design of a thelapeutic hospice garden.

Now, I am entering the final yeal of my graduate degree, ayeat that will place a defining mark on the remainder of

my years. Receiving a university education has provided rne with both considerable benefits and moments of considerable

discomforl. in this final year of study, part of the discomfort rises from my struggle not only to ground this placticum in a

distinct methoclolog)/ but to determine why Landscape Architecture is important to me.

Why do I feel Landscape Ai'chitecture is important? I believe design plojects are dynamic and hold a por.velful

potential, the potential for human thought to become manifest in such a way as to cause change in the world. Each design

professional, in each design choice, is proposing a better world, one that intrinsically imploves the human condition. Palelmo

(2001) argues that we have an ethical responsibility to the community, that our w'ork has consequences for justice. peace and

social and individual rights (p.189). "Each built work can be understood and evaluated as a manifestation of equity, access and

distribution, supportive of particular lights and fairness".



In this spirit, the development and design of the Foothills Country Hospice and Gardens offers people

of the Foothills region the rights of dignity

and enjoyment of life, along with the comfoús

implicit in a familiar landscape. Hospice

is a signiflcant option when choosing end

- of - life care, the implications of this for

the garden visitor have provided me with a

meaningful design impetus. In keeping witlr

the philosophy of a community defining itself

by how it cares for its or¡m most vulnerable

members, the Foothills Country Hospice

Society intends to provide a Hospice home for

people in the neighboring commurlities w'ithout

charging them for costs of care. Small daily

charges for accommodation costs, such as

meals and housekeeping may be considered if

they cannot laise all the funds that are required.

Annual operating costs are projected to be

approximately $1.1 million. Hospice care will

'ijà

!iÌ:1.:i-;

be provided to individuals on the basis of bed availability and palliative need (Foothills Country Hospice).

Figure 1



Landscape meaning may not be readily sensed by people at all times, but the world that we are surrounded by makes an

irnpression on each of us, not only tluough the physical senses. Landscape can altel the r,vay we see life and the significance

of existence itself-. Thus, lanclscape has a profound effect on our experience of the world around us whether we experience it

consciously ol subconsciously.

Landscape architecture has always stood in a privileged position in society, cre-
ating symbolic settings for cultural ritual and discourse. As the great mediator
between nature and culture, Landscape Architecture has a profound role to play
in the reconstitution of meaning and value in our relation with the Earth. The
poetics of hurnan dwelling, the very consciousness of humanity, might once
again become the central focus of attention for landscape architectural theory.
By its nature, this insight is primarily grounded in perception and cannot exist
without a prioli of the human body and its engagement in the world. Landscape
architectural theory ought therefore to find its basis in the realm of perception
and the phenomenological, the essential origins of existential meaning.

(Corner. 1995. p.77)

The thoughtful designer makes countless, often unrecognized, decisions before alriving at a final product; each of these

decisions impacting the outcome. Therefore, I believe the designs that we sunound ourselves with rnake an impact on us, and,

by extension, our perceptions have an impact on our culttue and our envilonment.

Although the hospice is a place to die, this inquily is not so much about death as it is about how the setting of

experience within garden and landscape assist us in living more fully. Therefore, it is essential that this research consider what

it means to be human and is clying, or to be caring for one who is dying. What does it mean to work in a place where the goals

of care are to plovide comfofi, where accepting death as a natural part of the human life cycle is paramount? How does a

well-designed landscape support these very human circumstances? I will be considering hospice using a qualitative research

franrer.vork; data collection and analysis are conducted from an interpretive perspective.



Resealcher transparency is a requisite dimension in this type of investigation. I feel it is essential to examine my personal

motivations and exatnine why this is an important point to consider in this design project. What are my perceptions of desig¡

in genelal, and more specifrcally, why do I feel Landscape Architechrre is important? Design projects are dy¡amic and hold a

powerful potential; the potential for l-ruman thought to become manifest in sr.rch away as to cause change i1the world. How

does this defrnition affect my role as a researchel and designer? I believe that Landscape Alchitectrue leflects the values of

otlr culture. This includes my owrl values both as individual, and as designer with a particular culhrral education. Designed

landscapes are embedded with rnultiple social, material, spiritual, and envilorunental rneanings - landscape is significant.

Though dying is similar to other milestones of life, it is one that feels most profound when experienced. Death can

provide a vantage point, a position in time from q4rere we see the experiences of our past, consider the realities of the prese¡t,

aud contemplate the lalgely unknown future, not only for the individual at the end of life but also for those caring for thern.

Although the hospice is a place to die, this inquiry is not so much about death as it is about living life as fully as possible. This

research explores what it means to be human aud dying or caring for one that is dying. The last days of a lifecycle mark a time

of embraced living. Hospice is a unique environment, for the hospice not only provides sheltel for those people in the e¡d

stages of life and for those caring for them, but also provides space for living, making loom for life to go on durilg this highly

emotional time. All of life's motnents could be embraced as special, but perhaps, when death is in sight, the preciousness of

these moments is felt most fervently. Hospice is not dependent on landscape to establish this special moment between two

existences; in a populous city neighbourhood, any landscape may be an unwaffanted land use. The familiar, and the idealized

familiar, landscape with its attendant sensory richness and potential for liealing i.vill be used as motif to situate the local, rural,

in a familiar landscape. Open prairie and gardeus, treed enclaves set in open spaces will be the vernacular of this practicum.



Like leaves falling from trees, when death comes to our

lives, either through the death of a loved one or u,hen our own

life is nearing the end, we are forced down an existential ridge.

In our falling and our landing, we are called to consider the past,

present, and fuhlre possibìlities beyond the flesh. To the living,

all occurrences that have come before, all that is now, and all that

remains in the future, are situated in time. We are creatules of

time.

The telm horizon explains this concept fiom a

philosophical position. According to Haberrnas (1990) our horizon

is the totality of all that can be realized or thought about by an

individual persoll at a given time in l-ristory and, in a particular

cultrre (p. 161). My perspective includes the knowledge that we

can design to provide elements of comfort and hope; a sense of

the hunan place in the natulal order especially when life is most

painful.
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In 2002, a Research Methods course I had enrolled in required the presentation of a research proposal. I chose to

present on the topic of healing galdens in the Hospice context. After the presentation, my impulse to pnrsue the topic was set

aside while other aspects of my education and life took my attention. Many things have changed since then: I now liye a¡d

u'ork in a different province closer to family and, hopefully to a future frlled with potential. I never would have pr.edicted

that I would have the opportunity I have discovered here; to engage in a design project involving a hospice. The anticipated

ontput of this project is the design of a healing garden for the Foothills Country Hospice located in the Alberta Municipality of

Foothills.

Foothills country Hospice is dedicated to providing compassionate,
holistic care to persons rvith a terminal illness and the people they
love. Hospice care will be offered to per-sons living primarily
in Okotoks and the surrounding foothills area. The Society,
its staff and volunteers will endeavor to build a reputation for
professional, compassionate care for individuals regardless of their
cilcnmstances.

(Foothills Country Hospice Vision Statemenr 2006)

Landscape architecture can address the ethical. According to Gregory Palermo (2001), the built e¡virorllent not

only entails ethical origination, but has implications for justice as well. When facing inevitable death, people should have

a choice in what type of euvironment they will die in. in the absence of a homelike setting, an undesired a¡d unnecessar-ily

bleak hospital death is often the case. Knowing the value of hospice, I believe that this optio¡ should be a basic human

right. In examining these issues, and in designing from that knorvledge, Landscape Architecture becomes meaningf¡l a¡d is

representative ofour social needs and values.



Meaningfulness and Preunderstanding ... DÌgging

What is rny role as a researcher and what is the use of theory anyway? Thele is a variety of methodological approaches

that this discourse can unravel itself upon; I have chosen to take a qualitative approach. Since the beginning of this endeavor.,

I have known that there would be a chasm to closs and a way to closs it. The process of getting fi'om one side - the begin¡ing

of the project, to the other side - the end, is like constructing a bridge. Linking the beginning and the conclusion can be done

in many diffelent ways using a variety of diffelent materials, each wortþ of colisidelation. Muny of my early attempts at

building this bridge were foundational decisions, seeking to ground the work in a distinct methodology. i ¡eedecl to work

with a methodology that suited the project, and that was in alignment with my personal beliefs and social values. Ma¡y of

the questions alising frorn design lequirements for hospice users have been addressed by researchers i¡ social sciences, most

relying on technology or positivistic rationalism (Ulrich, I984, Kaplan. 1998). While I read their flndings, I sensed their

results lacking in pathos for the intricacies of human emotion and spirit. Research processes can be richer than sirnply systems

utilized to get from the beginning of this ploject to the end, a qualitative approach can allow a project to go beyoncl the lealm

of the predictable into the realm of uncharted possibilities.

With this work, I will not engage in. nol expound beliefs in, one truth or one true method. I will st¡ive to cleate a work

defrned b)' exploration - a work cornmitted to human experience; whose position does not presuppose the possible levelation

of a one ultimate "Truth". Perhaps the entirety of this exploration is just that, an inquiry without a prescribed ending but rather

one whose pulpose is an evolution of thought, opinion, and perhaps even of practice. In many ways, this approach is like

taking a journey r.l'ithout a map, a joulney necessitating cornmitment, and a tlansparency towalds self and situatio¡.

I bring to this project a preunderstanding of the value of Hospice. The importance of hospice design arises from my

own life experience, an experience that camot be objectively set aside in this form of inquiry. Researchels are always involved



\ /ith the objects of their investigation; to dismiss this is to ignore an essential part of any project. According to Hussell (1999),

any project designed to explain or control the natural lvorld properly begins within the realm of one's own experience of the

phenomenon under study. We examine our personal experiences and the experiences of others in order to understand the

subjective experience of the world. Our perceptions are based on the subjective. Our opinions necessarily include onr bias

- that is what rnakes them ours, special, unique to us. In tandem, people of the same culture and similar backgrounds often

slrare many opinions in common. My voice in this writing, drawing, and design work is part of a larger cultural complex; I

am a product not only of my own experiences but also, of my culture's. Traditions are as important as our present and future

expectations. The past is an essential reference point when contemplating the future and the present. To discard the past is to

abandon what we have leamt as the past is r.vhat gives our lives perspective. The significance of this fol researchers is that,

unless we acknowledge otu already rneaning-endow-ed relationships within the topics of our reseatch, we are deluded about

grasping the essence of any phenomena. Understanding necessarily requires the engagement of one's biases (Denzin, 2000).

My thoughts and experiences of living and dying inform the design process absolutely.

l44tat perceives?

Consciousness is the result of our creative relationship with the world. A phenornenon is understood as a co-creation;

an interaction between oneself and the phenomenon, one that brings past experience and understanding of an event or object to

tlre present moment (Drerv, 2001). How our consciousness orders the world may at first may seem simple, bnt given increased

attention, a greater cornplexity is revealed. We are natulal. We are part of the world that surounds us; like all other living

things we are born, we live, and we die. We discover, or are told, when we are children that people die. The first expelience of

death is often the loss of a pet or a grandparent. All too often, these deaths ale hidden from us. Adults want to spare children



the pain of death. Grandma passes on at the hospital. The farnily pet goes to the veterinary hospital to be put to sleep, and

does uot return. I have had to evolve beyond the memolies of a child plotected from the reality of death; to learn to confront

the realities of death. Likewise, those charged with the responsibility of designing for death and dying have the responsibility

oftlanscending the social taboos that obscure the subject.

The Everyday

in everyclay expelience, "living" is largely taken for granted. I have had the feeling in the past few years that time,

and with it every day, is speeding up. In pondering this sensation, I recall a friend telling me that this is the result of not living

in the moment, of getting consumed in the plocluction of everyday life. Henri Lefebvre (1987) describes it as days following

one after another and resembling one another, and yet - therein lies the contladiction at the heart of everydayness - everything

changes. Some people cry ont against this acceleration of tirne, others cry out against stagnation. He believes they are both

right.

When I experienced the death of a loved one, I felt the sensation that tirne had actually come to a halt. It was like I had

just dropped out of tirne, and the world kept going completely unaware of what had happened. I mentioned this sensation to a

fiiend I was having a tneal r,vith; his father had died at home the plevious year, and my partner had just died a few days before.

He agreed, observing that he lèlt separated from the rest of the world. In much the same way, we u'ere sitting on the inside

looking out the rvindow, at people walking by, carrying on with their lives. The world just passed by. I wonder why grief is

like that?

One of the principles of hospice is that it tries to cleate a home-like environment, one where rve could feel most at ease.

A home-like environrnent is one where you have the freedom to go outside even for just a walk or to think. One of the most

cahning things I do outside is r,vater my garden. even if it is only for a moment to poul water on a container plant. Who hasn't



walked outside and smelled spring air or sensed horv the air changes before the arrival of a summer rain? A garden can

becotne a separate world, one holding a breathtaking arnount of experiential possibilities. One of the advantages of the rural

location is that people have access not only to a garden but also to the folest and prairie surrounding the hospice.

According to Lefebvre the everyday is situated at an "intersection of the cyclical which we see in the cycles of day and

night, the seasons and halests, desire and fulfrlhnent, and the linear', like the repetitive gestures of work and consumptio¡"

(1981, p. 3). I enjoy my everyday life the most when rny attention is focnsed on the little things I enjoy, whether.it is the

comtbrt of rny own bed ol sitting on Iny back step with a cup of coffee in the summer looking at the garden. In the garden rny

thoughts are fi'ee to ponder, I wonder why the white roses are the most fragrant, perhaps it is because they lack the same visual

stimulation so they decided to be the most arotnatic? According to Diane Ackerman (1991) the senses do not just make sense

of life in bold or subtle acts of clarity, they tear reality aparl into vibrarf molsels and reassernble themselves into a meaningful

pattern.

The everyclay can disappear in an instant. Can you irnagine how it would feel frve minntes after someone you loved

had just died? I can only tluly know how I did feel. The majorify of my senses seemed to be numbed. I recall the rnoments

irnmediately following his death, after the doctor was done, I had a need to get out of the house, to get away,I ran briefly into

the backyard and stopped, the sky had a layer of cloud that was born on the horizon and stretched its arms out toward me, I was

on an expanse of open prairie and the cloud was a calming blanket that held me in this world. That blanket of cloud was rtore

meaningful than words can explain.

The anticipated output of this inquiry is the documentation and presentation of the design or phenomenological process

and its discoveries. The practicum utilizes personal reflection, observation, and the investigation of cultural texts to explore

undelstanding of death in culture and the poterfial role of the healing garden in this context.
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The tools or methods used to access this undelstanding include; autoethnography, drawing, collage, photography, and

painting. Additionally, this practicum explores elements of garden design and their application in the flnal design phase of

this project. The culmination will be a site design for the Foothills Country Hospice in the lural municipality of Foothills,

Alberla, and reflections on the processes leading up to its development including the significance of this project in the field of

landscape architectural research.

Since westem cultule incleasingly conceals death or warehouses the dying in dark cornels, the intention of this work

ís alelheiac, to reveal the subtle changing trr-rths contained in experiences of the dying and those caring for them, focusing

on tlre inrportance of the garden in that context. Tluth can be desclibed as the act of unconcealm enf (aletheia), conversely

(lethia) is the act of concealment (Caputo , 1987 . p. I 15). According to Levin (1997) seeing rneans:

Learning not to shut our eyes to that which we would rather not see. It
rneans learning to look with a steady and calm gaze that does not willfully
impose its images on what it beholds, but lets what is present and visible
show itself fiom out of itself (p. 14).

Hence, this project strives to bring light and awareness to a subject that is too often avoided - death. Death can provide

a vantage point, a position in time from where we see the experiences of oul past, consider the lealities of the present, and

contemplate the lalgely unknowr future. This scenario is not only valid for the individual at the end of life but brings to light

the narrative of those caring for the dying as well. Spaces tliat witness the end of life need not be designed as a site to conceal

the shameful failule of the human body, rather they rnay be re-imagined as places that hold a quiet celebration of natural

pÍocesses. Surely there may be tumult, and raging against the dying of the light (Thomas. 1971, p. 128). But, because foaming

rapids on a liver warn of violence and Itazard, we do not omit them from our charts, wishing them away. Thus, design has the

potential to map the lapids and rivers'endings and beginnings that we have concealed from ourselves.
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There is no place on ealth where death cannot frnd us - even if we constantly twist
our heads about in all directions as in a dubious and suspect land... If there were
any way of sheltering from death's blows - I am not the man to recoil from it...
But it is madness to think that you can succeed ... Men come and they go and they
trot and they dance, and never a word about death. All well and good. Yet when
death does come - to them, their wives, their children, their friends- catching them
una\.vares and unplepared, then what storms of passion overwhelm them, what
cries, what ftiry, what despair! ... To begin depriving death of it greatest advantage

over us, let us adopt away clean contrary to that cornmon one; let us deprive death

of its strangeness, let us frequent it, let us get used to it; let us have nothing rnore
often in mind than cleath ... 'We do not know where death awaits us: so let us wait
for it everywhele. To practise death is to practise freedom. A man who has learned
how to die has unlearned how to be a slave.

(de Montaigne, 1991, p. 96)

When I arn asked q,hat I have chosen for my graduate project I tell people that I arn designing a healing garden for

a Hospice. Thele is usually a noticeable pause followecl by the question, what is a hospice? My ansrver is usually short, "a

hospice is a place where people go to die, people r.rsually staying there fol the last weeks and days preceding death". People

often look confnsed, not knowing what to say, as if I were the one dying. I find it strange but not surplising, I arn personally

aware of our society's aversion to death. I usr.rally take the oppoltunity to explain further; hospice is an important option when

considering where people can go rvhen they cannot, ol choose not, to die at home or in hospital. Hospice strives to plovide a

compassionate homelike environment. Unfortunately, many people are not aware of what hospice is, without knor,vledge we

are incapable of making infonned choices.

In order to understand the impoftance of gardens and outdoor space in a hospice setting an understanding of hospice is

necessaty. Most people arrive at a hospice after spending some amount of time in hospital duling critical stages of their illness.
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For some people being in hospital means being subjectecl to a lack of control, and choice, leading to acute feelings of isolation

for the patient, their families and, friends (Man'one, 1998). It is largely impossible to consider something \,ve are in rejection

of; in designing for hospice it is necessary to consider death and dying.

I do not believe it is wrong to die in hospital, however, I adamantly believe it should be a matter of choice fol the

individual and family, one made after being well informed of all available options. Once in an acute care hospital the dying

person confronts the culture of modern biotechnical medicine. That culture is oriented toward experimentation, invention,

and progress in the war against disease (Stoddard, l97S). This culture is the scientific version of the religious doctrine of

perfection (Marrone, 1998). The very biotechnical culture that has produced the triumphs of modern medicine often extends

the suffering of the dying rather than easing their path towald inevitable death (Bames & Cooper Marcus, 1999). When people

enter a hospital they are lalgely subjectecl to the structures and processes that define that institution. Critical care is applopriate

in acute situations, but when the end is inevitable, comfort and compassionate cale should be a choice offered to individuals.

i perceive death in rnuch the same way I perceive birth, as a natural process, one that should not be subjected to a pathology-

based system because this fundamentally puts us at risk of being treated as diseases or risk factors and not as whole human

beings. The following two accounts indicate the differences in the focus of care between hospital and hospice.
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What happened was a nightmare of depersonalized institutionalization, of lote
rnanagement presumably related to science and based on the team approach of
subdivision of work.... Different nurses wandered in and out of my mother's room
each houl, each shift. each day, calling for additional help over a two-way radio.. ..
They were tlained as paft of a team "covering the floor" rather than aiding a sick
human being....Laboratory studies of blood ancl urine continued to be performed,
fluids were given, oxygen was bubbled in, antibiotics were administered; the days
went by but seemed to be years. The patient was seen occasionally by large groups
of physicians making rounds, presurnably learning the art of practicing medicine
proper'ly. . .. The chart r.vas enlargecl regularly with "progress notes". These hastily
scrawled writings always dealt with laboratory data; never about the feelings of
the patient or her family.. .. One report stated that occult blood had been found in
the stool. Someone responded by writing in the chart that in view of this frnding,
sigrnoidoscopic exatnination and a barium enema were indicated. I sr.rggested to
the author that his conditioned reflexive act was not watranted in the care of an
unconscious 80-year old woman who wanted to die gracefully. ...

(Stoddard, 1978,p.45)

The hospice environment is difTèrent, striving to provide a comforting environment, one where death and dying are realized

and accepted as being a natural parl of a lifetime.

"It was so strange," said a patient erfering a London hospice recently, after being
dischalged from an ordinary hospital. In other places, she explained, "ro one
seemed to want to look at me". She was dying of cancel and to look at her raight
have meant to see, in a place where only successful cure was acceptable, that she
was incapable of being cured. To look at her might have meant to see failure, and
with it the terror of one's or,vn inescapable death. To look at her, in fact, rnight have
meant, to see her.

(Stoddard, 1978,p.44)
If the dying persorl can be perceived first as a person, an individual accomplishing an important part of a full life cycle,

then caregivers can concentrate upon gii,ing what is really needed in the situation, providing surcease fi'om the physical and

emotional pain (Stoddard, 1978). Aterminally ill person can experience the healing aspects of landscape allowing their final

days or months to be more comfortable.
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Gardens hold syrnbolic as well as literal meaning; their presence /absence in the course of history and today in modem

healthcare centres seems to signifu the values of the society they serve.

Healing does not necessarily reference a coming to perfect pþsical health or a return to a former state. According to

the World Health Organization, the telm healing is used to reference an increased state of being; one not limited to the physical

body (Gigase, 1987). Healing is a ten:r used in leference to the body, mind, and soul. This healing may occur at home, in

hospice care or at a hospital. Healing is made increasingly possible in a r.vell-designed environment, not only sensitive to

the needs of the visitor but designed with those needs as the focus of the project. Landscape can support living ancl facilitate

healing.

"We die badly in Canada because 85% of us will die in isolation. Physicians are not trained in addressing the care of

the patient in a holistic way, they need to look beyond the biology of the disease to see and hear the person" (Roberlso n, I99J ,

p.72). Today, when we experience the death of a loved one, the living often feel isolated; we live in a culture that has adopted

a pattern of invisible death (Chidester, 1990). Despite the fact that we ale bombarded with "nade for television death", we

are still shocked into denial when we ate confionted with the real thing. From ancient tirnes to the present, we see that there

are trencls in whele and how we are born and how we die. There was a time when death was visible. Ars moriendi; the art

of dying, between 1100 and 1400 C.E. the ritualized steps of dying a visible death, were wlitten in small rnanuals acting a

reference for those dying. The manuals corrtained instructions on how to achieve a peaceftil and graceful death (Marrone,

1998). Today, the percentage of deaths that occul within North Arnerican Hospitals and Nursing Homes has reached an

unprecedented level. In the year 1900, twenty percent of people died in hospitai. By 1949, the rate had risen to forly nine

percent in 1998 and 1994 the rate rose to from sixty to eighty percent respectively (Marrone, 1998). Since the beginning of

the establishment of community hospitals we have increasingly had the option to die in hospital: it is a defrnitive trend. With
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teclrnology, more people began to be born and die in hospital, at the sarne tirne medical care became increasing deperso¡ alized

aud technological. "With the hospitalization of the dying, most families became less acquainted with death and less able to

cope with it when it occurred" (Chidester, 1990, p.25).

We seem to be obsessed with the representation of death in contempolary films, video games, and mnch music, yet at

the same time, to be in denial of it. I recall the words in two songs I heard recently, one singer was selenading his lover to die

with him; another singer was raving about a living dead girl. The death we ale exposed to seems to make it less real. made for

television death, without heartbreak, beyond reality. According to Williams (2000), the universal fact of death has remai¡ed

a relatively tabooed subject in Westem culture and has, therefore, all the powet' of a reptessed content, seeki¡g a channel of

expressiotl (in Marr'one, 1990). Perhaps these expressions in pop culture are the result of our denial of our place in the natural

order.

Natural older - r¡,hen I use the term natulal, I mean that we are part of the living/dying world that we occupy. By ordel,

I do not rlean that the old die frrst and the young age into their deaths, but that we are subject to the older of birth, life, a¡d

death. Children die, the youllg palents and siblings of these children can also die. At some point in our lifetimes, w'e are all

forced to experience death. Children have to negotiate the reality of death and fit it into their curre¡t developrne¡tal scheme

often bringing it up repeateclly in order to refit it into their current and changing level of development (through personal

conversation). In a child's world, the loss of a pet can assume enonnous emotional significance, when death comes to someone

close it is even more devastating. Children are also folced to experience death though we would rather spare them.

The little girl stood in line r.vith her nìom; they rvere buying groceries. The child was about two and a
half years old. She tlmed to the lady standing in line behind hel and told her "My daddy died". The
lady asked the little girl what she had just said, apparently she didn't hear her. The child repeated "My
daddy died". The stranger responded looking at both the mother and daughter and stated " No he didn't"
the Mom kindiy responded "Yes, he did".
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Tonight i lay me down to sleep,

I pray the lord my soul to keep,
If I should die before I wake,

I pray the lord my soul to keep.

As a child, I thought the best way to die rvould be in one's sleep and if that weren't an option then dying sudde¡ly

would have been my second choice (that is if we had a choice). Like many people my frr'st exposure to death came in my

childhood. It was early ou a dalk January morning and I r.valked into the warm barn escaping the halsh prairie wild. A prairie

winter can be brutal for an anirnal. I was there to visit the kittens that had just been born. Most bams ale not heated, the only

source of heat in the barn were several Alabian horses. Large animals, like holses, throw off enough heat to warm an enclosed

alea like a barn in the w'inter mouths. The smell of a holse barn is the sr.veet smell of feed, tack and of the horses themselves;

linking me to a wide valiety of childhood metnories; it remains a smell I love. Walking up to the flr'st stall the hor.se hacl lise¡

fi'om her straw bedding, neighing in expectation of being leleased to the outdoors. I did not see the kitte¡s at ûrst, then i
noticed in the centre of the stall, they wele unmoving and lifeless; I also salv they were flat, rigid, and dead. The heat radiating

from the horse dlew them to death. I wonder if their death was sudden.

Often oul first experiences with death arrive through the death of a family pet. When we consider death, we often think

of the elclerly or adults. Death touches the lives of people of all ages and lifestyles. Like countless other people, I have had the

experience of losing loved ones. These experiences have inlluenced my life and the way I look at the world. Elizabeth Ki.ibler-

Ross was perhaps one of the most well known ûgures in palliative care research. She was a Swiss born psychiatrist r¡,ho rvas

appalled by the hospital treatment of patients who wele dying. She published over twenty books on death and dying. Dr-.

Elisabeth Kübler-Ross also proposed the norv famous five stages of grief. She did not found the hospice ûrovement,
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but their adhereuts credit her with encouraging it. She states "death is not the ultimate hurnan tragedy; depersonalization is"

(Kübler-Ross, 1969). The last days of life can be viewed in much the same way we view other milestones of life. However, this

milestone is the most painful. The process of dying can be seen as a rite of passage and a time of remembering, in which every

mornent is sacred. It is a time for looking toward the largely unknown

future and reflecting upon the expeliences we have lived. Hospice can

offer, instead of rnechanical resuscitation, a hospitable place in which

the personal and spiritual grorvth of the individual can continue during

the process of dying (Stoddalcl, 1978). The hospice landscape has the

potential to support this highly emotional, often fiagile physical. and

potentially lewarding spiritual time. Pelhaps, it is at this stage of life

that our opinions define our living the most. Perhaps toward the end,

there is no time fol the contortions of understanding, maybe. at the

end stages of life, it is no longer about questioning, but merely about

experiencing as much time as we can with those we love. The cornforts

of home, a place w'ith easy access to the outcloors and for those who

cannot go outdoors, to open a r.vindou', feel the breeze. and smell the

fresh air, lo gaze out into the world beyond perhaps catching a view of

the garden, Canadian Rockies or the sprawling fields nearby; to hear the bircls singing and to hear people speaking. If one could

not walk then they could be u'heeled out to a garden and sit under the sun ol stals - that should be their choice. When people die

in hospice, they have the opportunity to say farewell to their loved ones and to process this natural part of the human life cycle.

Figule 3
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Chaptel Two - Methodology

Qualitative Reseqrch

When considering what form this research would take, both qualitative and quantitative research forms were

deliberated on, along with a considelation of what the adoption of each approach would rrean for the project. Like all

research, this work began tlrrough the process of formulating questions. Inquiry itself comes into focus as the researcher'

chooses the best way to explore these questions. Tluoughout my readings, I found myself gravitating toward research that

was non-statistical in nature, research that expressed the thoughts and feelings of others. I found that the human stories that

explored "difficult to answer" questions, those without simple explanations, were most moving. These stories were uncoveLed

both during formal investigations and through normative cultural experiences: in rnedia, movies, and works of fiction. Once

the topic was soundly engaged in rny consciousness, I found evidence of it everywhere. Casual conversations with people

made the project feel more gemtine, rather than purely an academic exercise. I reviewed a variety of scientific factual clata on

the climate and history of the Foothills region. I am familial with this type of research frorn nry undergraduate degree, which

focused on geography. Further investigations led to increased questioning of the nature of understanding and the ntethods w'e

use to get ansrvers. Tentatively at first, my readings turned to the lealm of qualitative research. That investigation directed

nre to relevant readings in philosophy and spirituality, for example Albelt Camus's The Myth of Sis.vphus and The Plague,

Elizabetlr Kübler-Ross's O¡r DealJt And Dying, and Jean-Paul Sartre's Being and Nothingness; A Phenomenological Essay oy1

Ontologlt; these reaclings in turn informed my thinking on the topic of death, and dying, r.vhile my horizon of understanding

expanded.

The qualitative researcher is bricoleur, or maker of quilts; using the aesthetic and material tools of theil craft, they

deploy whatever strategies, methods, and empirical materials suit the project. The choice of resealch practices depends on the

questions that are asked. "The questions depend on their context and what is available in the context of what the researcher
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can do in that settittg" (Denzin, et. al., 2000, p. 4). As a quilt maker, the qualitative landscape architectural researcher

considets a phenomenon to study. Thus, the personal interests of the researcher are the impetus for the beginling of the

inquiry. When we consider the variety of perspectives, methodologies and methods used in qualitative research, we can see

why it favours an interdisciplinary approach.

Qualitative inquiry is highly compatible with landscape architectural investigation. Landscape architecture deals

with designing spaces for specific human activities and needs. As with qualitative research, landscape architecture freque¡tly

addresses complex social and cultulal situations. Lanclscape architecture is a creative profession, concerned with analysis,

plaming, design, and management of the land at scales varying from u'hole regions to small individual sites. As in scales of

landscape, qualitative research has the quality of rnoving from macrocosm to microcosm, from the individual to the collective

cultural complex; qualitative inquiry shifts back and forth to gain insight from both perspectives. Additionally, landscape

alchitects integrate and apply knowledge of ecology, sociocultural factors, economics, and aesthetics to create environments

tlrat are functional, imrovative, sustainable, applopriate and attractive (University of Manitoba, 2007). We design for social

and environmental conditions based upou how we perceive them as individuals, we conduct research to ascertain how others

experience those conditions. As designers, we respond to these experiences by using tire information to inform our design

decisions.

My choice of qualitative lesearch design is congruent witli my beliefs and worldviews about life and landscape

alchitecture. I believe that landscape alchitecture can address complex social conditions, such as where a¡d how rve die,

in a creative and aesthetic way. Much qualitative research has been focused on healthcale issnes in the post-positivist eta;

more recently qualitative lesearch has developed into a multi-disciplinary lesearch approach. "Qualitative research is at its

best u'hen applied toward tl-re interpretivistic epistemologies, relativistic ontologies and naturalistic and interpretive methods,

providing us views into the different ways we understand and interpret our lifewollds" (Laverty, 2003, p.26). 20



Through my lesearch, I began to see that others share my thoughts and conclusions on death and dying; this becarne

most evident during my reading on hospice and end of life issues both of which are getting an increasing amount of media

attention. Crabtree and Miller (1992) suggest that the best way to determine if the choice of a particular qualitative research

design is appropriate is to ask how the particular topic of interest is shared in the group or culture of interest.

This inquiry is both ontological and epistemological focusing onthe nature or essence of experience, while questioning

the foundations, limits and validity of what we larow. The intersection of my lifeworld with this moment in our cultulal

history provides a challenge with respect to the paradigm shift that is now taking place in the practice of medicine and the

re - establishment of the healing garden in that setting. Landscape architecture in its own evolution has benefited from

examinations of qualitative research - it has perhaps always had an ear for narrative analysis, but is increasingly open to

participatory inquiries and is increasingly democratic in the sense of giving more of a voice to the individual. It is in this

vein of changing paradigms. metaphorically and in some cases literally, that this inquiry moves into unchaúed realms. In

qualitative research, a methodology is not a correct method to follow but a creative approach to understanding, using whatever

methods are responsive to pafticular questions and subject matter (Laverty, 2003). Adopting the role of a qualitative researcher

demands a self awale and critical presence with an attention to detail. and a powerful use of the researcher's own rnind and

body in analysis and interpretation of the data (Denzin, et. al., 2000).

A þíteb of Contplexity,

Qualitative research is surrounded by a complex and interconnected family of terms, concepts, and assumptions.

Qualitative research can adopt a variety of research strategies. Each strategy or methodology is unique lvhile maintaining a

comrnonality with the more general field of qualitative research. These research methodologies each have a focus of their

own and it is through these lenses that the dafa are explored. "Qualitative research rnethodology encompasses the realms of

phenomenology, hermeneutics. grounded theory, case stncly. ethnography, life histor¡ historical method, action
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and applied researcl.ì, and clinical research" (Denzin, et. aI.,2000, p. 2). Armed with these strategies, the researchel then

focuses on the methods to be used to collect and analyze the material being captured. They include, but are not limited to,

"henneneutic and analytical modalities such as intelviewing, observation, analysis of artifacts, case study, personal experience,

introspection, life story and mole generally, cultural records and cultural texts that describe routine and problematic moments

and meanings in individuals' lives" (p.2).

Bridging the Ga¡t belween Self and Other

We can ascertain that one of the primary philosophies of qualitative research is that it rejects the idea that lesearchers

are separate from the phenomenon they are studying. The researcher brings their lifeworld to the projects of their inquiry;

and in so doing, becomes part of the material of the wolk itself, even if it is silent or blacketed. According to Husserl (1970),

qualitative research is best understood as a way of emphasizing the centrality of perception for human experience. This

experience is multi-dimensional and includes the experience of individual things and their contextual/perceptual frelds, the

embodied nature of perceiving consciouslless, and the intersubjective nature of the world as it is perceived, especially our

knowledge of other subjects, their actions and shared cultural structures. The lifewolld of the researcher forms part of the

researcher's reasoning in choosing the subject of study and later when methodology and strategies are embarked upon. To

undertake an inquiry through a helmeneutical phenomenological "looking glass" is to abandon oneself to attaining knowledge

without a predetermined structule.

Otu understanding of how we interpret our world is intrinsically linked to
a researcher's quest for discovery. How we understand our world and our
place in it is fundamental to understanding the perspective of others. It is
through the act of writing the narrative that we access knowledge, writing is
not an exercise in stasis, it is a method of discovery.

(Wall. 2006.p.6).
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According to Denzin and Lincoln (2005), qualitative research is postmodern and post-experimental; it is research that

is described as a situated activity. locating the observer in the world. It consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that

make the world visible "All qualitative researchers are philosophers in that universal sense in which all human beings. . . are

guided b,v highty abstract principles" (p. 3). These personal principles shape how the t'esearcher sees and acts in the wolld.

This practicum explores the use of the personal voice, or autoethnography, in academic research and writing, and how

qualitative theory in general seeks to represent research findings in a way that makes personal experiences accessible to others.

In application, it grounds the cornplexity of obstacles to solution/design in a defensible and communicable way. According to

Jones (2005), autoethnography works to hold self and culture together, albeit not in equilibrium or stasis. By relating pelsonal

expeliences to the largel social corrtext, "autoethnography writes a world in flux and rnovement" (Denzin, et. al., 2000, p.

764). Autoethnography is located within the postmodem theoretical anci rnethodological fi'amework and has developed in part

as a response to the historically elite, qnantitative realm of resealch that "slams the dool shut on the personal identity, cultural

situatedness, and context of the LesearcheL, in an effort to eliminate bias frorn the research outcomes" (Wa11, 2006, p. 5).

Autoethnography is epistemological in that it questions our position in our quest to gain access to knowledge. lt challenges the

\\'ay we access truths when they are embedded in culhrral beliefs or taboo, as is death in our culture presently.

Autoetlrnography challenges traditional writing conventions and easily adopts the use of the first person in place of

generic impersonal referents (Wall, 2006). Muncey (2005) suggests the use of snapshots, artifacts/documents, utetaphor,

and psychological and literal journeys as techniques for reflecting on and conveying a 'patchwork of feelings', experiences,

ernotions, and behaviours that portray a more complete view of life (Wall, 2006, p. 10). Autoethnography is 'high nattative.'

It stlives to express the views of the individual in the greater cultural scene. In so doing, the grander motion of
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autoetlmography is that it becomes a bridge across the ever-widening gap between self and other in an increasingly impelsonal

postmodern era. Wall (2006) discusses the stagnant nahrre of a work when the reseatcher's voice is omitted from a text

stating. "the writiug is reduced to a mere summary and interpretation of the r.r,orks of others, with nothing new added" (p. 3).

I considel this in relation to my own writing. I wondel how others will view what I represent - w-ill it be considered authentic

and genuine or a plolapsed selÊindulgence? Richardson (2000) states that "fiom a postmodern viewpoint having apartial,

local, and/or historical knowledge is still knowing" (p.2). Narrative researchels treat narrative, whether oral or written, as a

distinct form of discoru'se its retrospective quality exposes patterns in our experiences and offers an understancling of our own

aud others'actions (Denzin, et. al., 2005). According to Denzin and Lincoln (2005) the narrator does this by "explaining,

entertaining, iufotming, defending, complaining, and confirming or challenging the status quo, while keeping in rnind their

audience" (p. 656).

Researchers as rtarrators develop meaning out of. and flncl a sense of order in, the rnaterial they study. They develop

their own voice(s) as they construct others' voices ancl realities. "They narrate results in ways that are both enabled and

constrained by the social resoulces and circumstances inherent to their disciplines, culture, historical momerrts as they wlite

or perform theil wolk for particular audiences" (Denzin, et. al., 2005, p 656). Landscape architects write, drarv, and present

their results to communicate to others. A practicum/thesis presentation is essentially a perforrnance of the work communicated

visually and verbally to the audience - the practicum, when it is complete - can be viewed. The built landscape is the

experience of that wolk made manifest in a physical coffext.
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Hernt enetÍ i c s / P he no m e n o I o gy

This practicutn is based on hermeneutic and phenomenological philosophical premises. These interpretive practices

are informing my selection of methods, data collection, and analysis. These methods include direct observation, analysis

of artifacts, docuntents andrecords, andpersonalreflection. Throughoutthe body of the document,I will study cultural

texts and analyze their content through narrative and semiotic strategies. Polkinghorne (1983) supported the use of the term

methodology rather than method to describe the use of phenomenological and helmeneutic phenornenological traditions.

The research, though guided by the methodologies, is not committed to following a lineal path of inquiry but an inquisitive

exploration of situation, other and self (Denzin, et. al., 2005). Qualitative research in the helmeneutical paladigm sets forth

on the journey toward understanding aware that the structure is not pledetermined, and that the conclusion may be in the

folmulation of yet another question. Hence the "hermeneutical circle of inquiry" (Moules, 2002,p.26). Within this inqr-rily

different garden forms are explored and their value in a healing garden context considered. Prior to exploring the site the

writing of LaDell (2000) came to the forefront "It does not matter lrow yon appreciate nature or landscape. so long as it is

engaged" (p. 43). The site inventory and analysis section adopts an autoethnographic approach and concludes in a series of

collages revealing the future hospice setting fi'om both cultulal and biophysical perspectives. Using vivid description and

intagery the reader is provided with a view of the site and its context. With transparency the descriptions of the important

elements of the study are connected, data. site, setting, and researcher combine to plovide a comprehensible image of the work.

Qualitative research involves the "researcher as instrument", whelein the researchers use of self is a primary tool for data

collection (Denzin. et. al., 2000. p.42).

The tenn "phenomenology" addresses what it is like to expelience the significance of objects, events, the flow of tirne, the self,

and others, as these things alise and are experienced in oul"life-world" (Smith, 2005). The assumption behind
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phenomenology is that there is an essence to shared experience. Qualitative research historically comes fi'om the social

sciences and requires a researcher to enter into an individual's lifeworld and use the self to interpret the experience (Husserl,

r970).

Hermeneutics is considered a reflective inquiry concerned with "our entire understanding of the world and thus... all the

various foms in which this understandin-e manifests itself ' (Gadamer, 1989, p. 18). Defining hermeneutics can be problematic

as Hemres has "the character of complication, multiplicity, lies, jokes, iLreverence, and disdain for rules;however, he is the

master of creativity and invention. He has the capacity to see things anew and his power is change, prediction and the solving

of puzzles" (Moules, 2002, p. 3). Helmeneutics is a branch of philosophy that deals with interpretive practices, and how we

communicate. It is about questioning the nature of human life and existence (Forester, 1992). Following these notions, this

practicum is concerned with ernbodiecl experiences and the existential nature of living.

I have often wondered as a student if the intent of academic inquiry is the pursuit of truth. I find solace in the

description of truth as given by Gaclarner (1989) who describes "truth" as the event of mealing. To state that we uncover truth

in understanding, simply means that we have found a rneaningful account that corlesponds to authentic experience. Truth is

the event of meaning, rather than the resuit of objectivity or repetition.
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To say that we uncover tmth in understanding simply means that we have
found a meaningful account that corresponds to expelience. Truth is a living
event. Truth is changing, never stagnant; tluth is expansive and ripe with
possibilities. The truth is what allows the conversation to go on, recognizing
that understanding is not a solo undertaking for it always occurs with others,
Truth is not a judgment about worth; it is always being worked out and one
truth is not intended to reprimand all others, but to show the eventfulness of
a topic. It occurs in keeping something open, in not thinking that something
is known, fol when we think we already know; we stop paying attention
to what cofiIes to meet us. The sign of something being true is not that
sornething is repeatable, but that it lasts, lingers, and even changes.

(Gadamer, 1989, p. 120)

We could adopt a rigid set of rules or site planning guidelines to return predictable results, but to remain open to

infinitely changing requirements and situations we can turn to the flexibility and transparency of qualitative reseaLch to give

unpredictable, innovative solutions to oul ever-changing world. In landscape architecture, the designer is inextricable frorn the

design project; oul wolk is a direct reflection of our choices in both design process and product.
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Aristotle tells us that a person who attempts to make every decision by
appealing to some antecedent general principle, kept firm and inflexible
for the situation, is like an architect who tried to use a straight ruler on the
intricate curves of a fluted colurnn. . . . Good deliberation accommodates
itself to what it finds, responsively and with respect for complexity. It does

not assurne that the form of the rule governs appearances; it allows the
appearances to govern themselves and to be normative for the correctness
of the rule.

(Kessels & Korthagen. 1995. p. 350. re. Nichomachean Ethics, Bk 6)

The landscape alchitect assembles whatever methodologies, methods, and empirical materials s/he determines to

be most appropriate. Landscape architectural qualitative research consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that

make the world visible. Turning the world into a series of "representations, including field notes, interviews, conversations,

photographs, recordings, and memos to self as a way to interpret the meaning people bring to the phenomena being

considered", because of this diversity thele is frequently a commitment to using more than one interpretive practice in any

study (Denzin, el. a1.,2000, p. 4).

Sometirnes the rnost poignant qualities of site come not from what is actually
there, but fi'om what is connected to it. through time and space, by our
recollections and hopes. The vision, and even more powerful the scent, of
a blossom may remind us of a moment in oul past and let us store up future
mernories or form links with poenls or paintin_es that hold meaning for us.

(Moore, et. al. 1993, p. 10)
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"Crystallization incorporates the use of other disciplines such as art, sociology. history, dance, and anthropology, to

inform our research processes and broaden oul understanding of rnethod and substance" (Denzin, et. aL.2000, p. 392). As I

contemplate my work, I am conscious that it is easy to be caught in the rivers of our everyday unchallenged truths; rve may live

coml'ortably in mundanity until life throws us into the rapids in a fury of the unexpected.

Culrural Semiotics

Cultural semiotics has broadened the meanings of the telms "text", "language", and "reading" to include almost

evelything perceived as paft of a sign-relationship. Bolis Upinski has noted that from the point of view of cultural semiotics,

"language understood in a broad serniotic sense rather than a narrow linguistic sense determines perception of both real and

possible facts in the corresponding histolical-cultural complex" (in Orr, 1,996, p. 813). To put this diffelently, a cultural text

is derived from experiencing phenomena including fllm, music, art, and books; these things become text after they have been

interpreted. Each individual interplets differently and it is through our interpretations that we see and understand culture. The

way we use language itself is fraught with diffrculty as words have multiple meanings, hence the narlator can never be sure

of how the other will perceive them or how they will decipher the narration at all. The practicum acknowledges the variable

nature of language. "Hermeneutics is about attentiveness to language, recognizingthat language has forgetfulness to it; it is

completely forgetful of itself ' (Gadamer, 19 89, p. 62).
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Design can be a holistic practice, one

considering both the larger whole,

and the individual striving for an

understanding of that relationship.

This research inquiry is looks at

relationships, betr,veen people

their culhrre and society and hou,

individuals reference them and their

self in the given situation of hospice.

Practical philosophy. then, certainly
is 'science': a knowledge of the
universal that as such is teachable ...
What separates it ñlndamentally frorn
technical expertise is that it expressly
asks the question of the good too - for
example. about the best way of life ...

It does not merely master an ability.
like technical expertise. whose task
is set by an ontside author'ity ... No
learned and mastered technique can
spare us the task of deliberation and
decision.
(Gadamer, 1989, p. 327-8)

Figure 4
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Chapter Three - Introduction to Site Analysis

The site is located in a rural setting 0.8 kilometres

north of Okotoks. The 3.4 hectare parcel is

surrounded by country residential and agricultule

land uses.

Figule 5 Figure 6
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Fctcts about Okotoks

Distances from Okotoks

To Calgary City Limits - 18 km
To Calgary International Airport - 64 km
To Edmonton - 328 krn
To the U.S. Border - 287 km

Elevation: 1053 metles

Growth Rate
One of Canacla's fastest glowing comrnunities, averaging over 6Yo per annurrr growth over the last decade. The 1998 Municipal
Development Plan (MDP) established gror,lth targets linlied to infiastructure development; the anticipated population at "build-
out" will be approxirnately 30,000 people.

Ernployment Base
Agriculture. education, construction, transporl, trade, conunercial business, professional services, retail, home-based
businesses and municipal govenrment.

Demographics
.70o/o of the population under age 45 (75% - 2001). 4Io/o of the
population under age 25. 5.7Yo of the population letired.

. Median age (2001) - 32.3 - 5 years younger than Canadian
average, 2.7 years younger than Alberta average.

. Average nulnber of people per household - 2.78.

. Irlternet access at horne - 79% households.

. Utremployment rate - I.3Yo.

' Hotne-based workforce - 7.AYo.
. 58yo of workforce has trade certifrcate/diploma, college,

or university degree.
. 35o/o of the workforce works in Okotoks'.48o/o comrnute

to Calgary (rernainder - altemative work arrangements).

(Town of Okotoks Fact file, 2007)
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VegetaÍion inventory, ,yite location, and area

Legend

l l Aspen (Popuius tremuloides)

Smooth Brome (Bromus inermis)
Imothy (Phleum pretense)

Site area 8.4 acres
Location UTM NE 04-21-29 W N

Figure 7
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Weu,s, existing topographlt, and sltelter.frotn v,inds

.:,
I ::

ri."

Legend

Views from site

Shelter from dominant Westerlies

ExÌsting grade contour (Elevation in metres above sealevet)

Figue 8
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According to the Oxford Dictionary (I97I),

creation is a production of the human intelligence.

especially of the imagination. A holistic design

approach necessarily includes imagination. It

is possible that the standard survey analysis

and design approach and its apparent logic and

achievable objectivity in the progression fi'orn site

to design lacks inspilation.

LaDell (2000) speaks about learning to be

comfortable with our intuitions and subconscior.rs,

that we can become more cleative by opening up to

our metnories. listening to otr feelings, searching with oul soul. In the design of a hospice landscape, the selection of elements

for their relationship to one another is an important consideration. It is also a journey involving the opening of the heart to the

reality of death and the comfort that landscape can offer in this context. In the standard survey and analysis pr.ocess creativity,

passion, and imagination can easily be forgotten as we lnove fi'om one step to the next (p.42). The site can be fully explor.ed

by experiencing it witli the senses, emotions. and spirit. The visual aspects of landscape represent only parl of the larger-

sensoly complex that we use to access our envilorunent. Although sight is orr predorninant sense, a garden is a sensory delight

encapsulating all of the senses.

Figure 9
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Living Nat.zre:

The way of love is not
a subtle argument.
The door there
is clevastation.
Bilds make great sky cilcles
Of theil fi'eedom.
How do they learn it?
They fall, and in their falling,
they're given wings.

Jelaluddin Rumi

I lay in rny bed at night with the window

slightly open thinking about this ploject r.r'hen I

rcalíze it is 2 a.m. I recoil at the thought of having Figure 10

to awaken in the moming. I hear a sound fi'om far away, approaching steadily. It is the geese. I feel the beating of their

wings against the power of the earth, and in that moment, feel I am part of something grander. I long for the feeling to stay

but it departs with the geese. The passing of the geese tell me there are rnore than the rules of graviry the rules of the Ear1h.

I letum to my reality. According to Chief Seattle, "Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are but one thread within

it. Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves. All things ale bound together'. All things connect" (in Nerburn, K. and

Mengelkoch, L., 1991).
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I sit on the prairie, I gaze out toward the mountains. The wind blows.

I am paft of this iandscape. The aspen leaves move like silver coins swayed

by the effortless song of the wind. The site silently waits for the change.

As I closs the expanse that leads to the site; I think about potential, I

think about the cycle of life. Each tirne I visit the site I have had a diffelent

expedence. My first site visit was in the winter of 2005. I was introduced to

the site by one of the people who are donating the land to the society. What a

gift! Eight acres of beautiful foothills landscape. I watch her dog bounding

tluough the flattened grass. My ptesence, however subtly, has changed the

site but I think the site has changed me moLe,

perhaps not permanently, but changed me

nonetheless. On site visits I have seelt a variety

of wildlife: deer, coyote, and eagles. Animals

and insects are like the details of outdoor

experience acting as punctuation marks in otu

largel experience.

Figure 11

Figure 12
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The Earth and lts Processes:

I step onto the grass and regard how rugged a plant rnust

be to thrive in this soil; I understand the symbiotic relationship

between the grass and the soil between weather and climate.

The soil's structure and moishrre levels are maintained, in

part, by the plants growing upon it. The soil here is classifred

as shallow medium textured, water laid sediments. often with

exposlrres of medium textured till (Govemrnent of Alberta).

I bend ovel and pick up a rock. this lock is a nearly flawless

sphere. and the size ancl shape are reminiscerf of a quail's

egg. The only edge on this rock is the one betr.veen my

skin and its surface, its form flts well in the palm of my

hand, holding it gives me a feeling of completeness. As

I embrace this rock, I feel I am privy to its secret journey

of plessure and persistence. This small lock causes me

to think about how out'experiences shape us, and like the ;

rock pushed along by rvater, br"rmping against other rocks,

the hardships we face in life change us. our edges can

wear away, we are transformed.

Figure 13

Figure 14
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Cli.mate and þI/eather :

For the mornent. the site is warm and breezy. I learnt during

rny undergraduate degree in geography that the mountains and the

predorninant Westerly winds are responsible for the ephemeral nature of

the weather here. Thele is a local saying, "If you don't like the weather.

just wait 10 minutes, it will change". I have been a lesident in the area

for tluee years, this saying is accurate. The weather is highly changeable

no matter the season; the weather in Calgar1,, only 18 kilometres

away: can be quite clifferent than the weathel at the Hospice site. The

"Okotoks Hole", as it is described by Canada's Civil

Air Navigation Service, is an anomalous and puzzling

area of clearing within l5 kilornetres of Okotoks.

frequently obselved when Calgary and Springbank are

irnmelsed in stratus CNAV Canada, 2003). As a cloud

slowly passes in front of the sun, I become conscious of

how suddenly the breeze feels cold. Southern Alberta

tends toward dryness, though the foothills region

receives the most rainfall. Surnmers are fllled with

endless clays of sunshine and evenings that always seem

cool enough that ajacket is needed.

Figure 15

Figure 16
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Winters here are long and cold, but it is unusual to have prolonged cold snaps below -16 C. Thirty Chinook days feels like

one month less of winter. It is not unusual to see people riding their bikes in December. These winds are produced by warm

air funneling through the Rockies (Environment Canada, 2003). This gives people a break from the cold but it also causes the

garden lover's palette to be more limited than in Edmonton or even in Winnipeg.

People - as social beings:

"The people are nicer here, don't you think? People we don't know smile and say hello" These were my father's words

to me when I had first moved here. Okotoks has a small town quality,

despite the six pelcent per year, growth rate. Moreover, according to a

recent municipal suruey "Small Town Feel" was rated as one of the most

important conununity aspects. The hospice is being built, in part, so

people of the region can stay in an area that they are familial with and feel

cornfortable in.

On nry quest for site history, I visitecl the town's museum and

archives, Heritage I{ouse. I looked at a nuntber of photos and came across

a few of interest but none spoke to me in the way that tlie 1 91 6 photo of

Maly Daggett did. A wortan long gone sullounded by her 'pets'with her
Figure 17

humble home, covered in Vilginia Creeper, in the background. In those days the garden meant survival and it was the women

that tended to it and to a multihrde of other chores. The photo reminds me of how people used to live in a closer relationship

with the environment. The connection of the pioneers to the land is easily understood in the context of their dependence upon it.

We may not expelience it the same way the pioneers did but we are still connected to each other and to nature. I believe that how
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we treat one another and the envirorullent is an indicator'

of the hrulanity and progress of our society.

Living on the harsh frontier always close to life

and death resulted in people being aware that they are

apart of a natural cycle. The pioneers were dependent

upon each other and the elements for the functioning of

life. Perhaps we are not so different today: but we can

live in denial of this connection if we choose, because

we can. Today we turn up the furnace if r.ve are cold and

when we are hungry ancl need to be clothed, we go to the

store, and most of us. don't keep animals to eat.

Tinte: change

One of the predominant processes occurring adjacent to the site

is farming. Patierfs and theil families will be familiar with the seasonal

activities, smells, colours and rulal soundscape lelated to cycles of

cultivation and halvest.

I sit by an incidental pond at the edge of the disturbed fannland.

The air is pregnant with rnoisture and decomposition. Nearby a copse

of aspen logs pokes tluough, half-hidden under years of fallen grass

disguising the decomposing lernnants of yesterday. Insects buzz and

Figure 18

Figure 19
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rustle about those remnants giving life to the future.

The gently rolling hills to the west remind me of life itself;

the undulations of tirne. life's moments recollected in the form of

the foothills and mountains beyond. The mountains trace a gentle

line against the horizon, but up close they are raw,

thrust up by enormous volcanic forces - they act as a visual

reminder of how abnrptly everything can change. The mountains

are testaments to the existence of the miraculous/divine, as real for

tlre hospice to be as they were for Dante in his work Tlze Divine

Comedlt.

Figure 20

Consideling the site and its existing conditions there are a variety of design constraints that must be consideled. One of

the dominant site conditions is the change in grade fi'om the western higli point of the site decleasing to the east. This constraint

provides a design oppoltunity for retaining walls and water features and shelter fi'om the dominant r,vesterlies that can be quite

cold in the'¿,irrter months and at night. The existing Aspen provide shelter fomr the winds and act to provide both visual and

auditory interest on site. Therefore, the existing trees should be consideled a valuable and enhancernent is recommended. The

change in grade directly adjacent to the ploposed building location makes wheelchair accessibility difficult at the north entrance.

The only way to accommodate access here would be to remove the aspen stand at that location for more aggressive site stripping

and grading. The cold winters and frequent Chinooks require plant material to be either native or chinook tolerant. Heated

outdoor areas r,vould extend the tirle one could comfortably spend outdoors.
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The Beginnings of'a Garden

Design',v.t.&i. Set (thing) apart for
person; destine (person, thing) for
a service ; contrive, plan; purpose,
intend,(-s an attack,to do, doing
or that*thing ol person to be
ol do something) r¡,hence -edly
(-zin-) adv. : make preliminary
sketch of (picture) ; clraw plan of
( building etc. to be executecl by
others); be a designer ; conceive
mental plan for, construct the
groundwork or plot of, (book or
work of art)...

Concise Oxford Dictionary, 2004

Figue 21
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Tlre following is an excerpt frorn The Ottawa Citizen article Hos¡:ice OpÍion: Hotu could a dying person have no worries?
'Wednesday, April 27 . 2005
Barbara O'Connor stands by the back rvinclorvs of the Hospice at May Couft. in Old Ottawa South, and says the view here
can be more valuable. some days, than anythin-q a doctor prescribes. We look outside the window where the ice has stafted
to melt from the Rideau Rivel and the snow is disappearing fi'om the gardens. A family of ducks quacks its way up to the
window, then decamps beneath a large maple tree. "Families often comment on the grolmds," says Ms. O'Connor. "It is
a great place to reflect, a great place to see the beauty that sumounds us every day. I know it has helped many people, just
being able to walk around our grounds." That is the heart of the story, no matter how pressing money seems most days. And
it was what I was thinking the day I walked down the hallway of La Maison Mathieu-Froment-Savoie and met Guy Boisvert.
The former Hull police officer has the sort of story that scares people: perfect health, not even a cold in years, and then one
day he collapses in the police station and stafts to have convulsions. Rushed to the hospital, doctors discover a brain tumour.
Two rnajor operations later, he is forced to retire. Now 54, he was admitted to the hospice flve weeks ago. I asked hirn w-hat
he thought about the place. "It's great." he said. "The food is wonderful. The people are wonderful. If I was at home, my
wife would be getting no rest, and I would be worried about her every day. Now, I have no worries."
The answer srrprised me. How could a dying person have no worries?
When I leave, I shake his hand and am surprised again, this time by the strength of his grasp. Outside his room I tell a nurse
about it, and ask whether a dying person can be so strong. Has thele been some sort of mistake? She answers no, there has
been no mistake. Guy Boisverl is dying. His strength will start to fade day by day. probably starting latel that week.
"I{ow much time does he have?" I ask. "No more than two weeks," she says. It ended up being less than two weeks. By the
time I saw Mr.. Boisvert only two days later, the steely grip of his arm was ah'eady gone.
He was a cop for 30 years, a strong, gregarious man who was initially embarrassed about collapsing at work -- he had no
idea, at that time, what it helalded -- and he was ernbarrassed again when he could no longer shake my hand. Within a week
of our frrst meeting. he rvas in a coma. Guy Boisverl finally passed away, days later, on the morning of March 5. "He hated
being helpless," said his wife, Pirry, 42. She tended to her husband for five years, the last year when he was living in a
hospital bed set up in their dining room. She was his nurse. She knows quite well how proud and independent he was. She
was there every day after he slipped into a coma as well. There were nights that she will never forget, talking to her husband,
his two sons from his first marriage there as well, along with fliends and more relatives and police officers who knew Guy
and still couldn't believe it was happening to him, everyone able to come, the doors of the hospice open, as they always
are, until he was gone. "I cannot thank (Maison) Mathieu-Froment-Savoie enough fol all their help." MLs. Boisvert said.
"Without the hospice, I don't know what it would have been like those last few days. I rvould not have had all that time with
my husband, I know that." I asked her how much such a thing might l¡e worth. that time together at the end of one's life.
"YoLt carulot put a price on it," she said. "Those are memories I will have forever, And thanks to the hospice, many of those
memories are now good" (Corbett 2005).
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When I engage in creative endeavors, I am often caught between what seems to be a logical sequential pattern of

thinking and a struggle to find a more creative and occasionally, random/abstract process. My creative endeavors never

develop into a product l like until l let go of thinking there is a one right answer. In this spirit, according to Vince Healy (1986)

the issues facing Hospice users are too complex for the

institution's design to satisfy every need that might arise.

Various garden types may be used to

accommodate the different needs of each visitol to the

galclen. In their book, Healing Gardens, Clare Cooper'

Marcus and Marni Barnes (1999) made a study of ou

spaces in hospital settings noting that these types may

explain which elements allow for the garden as a whole,

to provide for each Llser's needs. These elements ale:

landscaped grounds, landscaped setback, fi'ont porch.

entry garden, courtyar d, plaza, roof garden, roo f terrace.
Figtsre 22

healing garden, meditation garden, viewing garden, viewing/walk-in garden, tucked-away garden, borrowed
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landscape, nature trails and nature preserves, and atrium garden.

Each garden's size , location, climate, and budget is going to be different (Healy, 1986, p. 18). There has come to

be an increasing abundance of scientific research correlating what people have akeady experienced and felt to be tme, the

effect of nature, and the garden on healing. One of the rnost familial studies indicated that Alpha brain wave activity is

higher for individuals watching vegetated scenes,

indicating more relaxed, wakeful responses than

for those watching non-vegetated scenes (Ulrich,

1981). According to Rachel and Stephen Kaplan

(1998) nature has intrinsic qualities that plovide

restoration to individuals suffering from menfal

fatigue.

Figure 23
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The benefits of the hospice garden are seen in its ability to facilitate a sense of rejuvenation: restoling a person's

emotional, mental, and spiritual energy. The feeling that sornething is right within us can niake it possible to face other'

clifficult aspects of living, particularly when one is under agreat deal of ernotional stress. This rejuvenating experience is a

perhaps best explained by Frederick Law Ohnsted (1865) when he desclibed nature's effect on us, stating that "natule

Figule 24

ernploys the mind without fatigue and

yet exercises it; tranquilizes it and

yet enlivens it; and thns, throngh the

influence of the mind over the body,

gives the effect of refreshing rest and

reinvigoration to the whole system"

(in Ulrich and Parsons,1992, p. 95).

Gardens that are lush with plants are

beneficial, gardens that rely on abstract

art and hard surfaces as the central

design scenario may acftrally harm

patients (Thompson, 1998, p. 54).
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"I think it's imperative,

if one is dealing with very

stressed, emotionally upset

people, to be unambiguously

positive in the garden context"

(Thompson, 1998, p. 55).

When asked how a designer

would be unambiguously

positive Cooper Marcus

answered, "plants and plenty

of them". According to Clare

Cooper Marcus, Landscape

Architecture and other design

professions almost have a

requirement that, to be good,

work should be stylistically Figure 25

imrovative and challenging. Projects that win awalds are typically those that catch the collective eye of

a grotlp ofjurols; galdens that aid the healing plocess may require design subtleties that are not visually
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When considering nature and the garden in the hospice setting it is irirportant to note that each user of the landscape

may come to it with diffelent requirements, therefore it is crucial that the landscape provide for as many uses as possible.

Figure 26

Some people actually turn away

fiom 'nature' and gardens at the end

of life because they ûnd so much

'living'is difûcult to deal with or

saying 'goodbye'to such beauty is

one more small degree of 'grief'they

have to deal with (Von Bonunel.

personal communication, 2005). The

galden should be designed to provide

many choices. Those who yearn for

a simple setting would benefit more

from a landscape setting without alot

of sounds and patterns. one where

they can go to think rather than to see or listen natule.

Some people need to spend more time with farnily and fiiends and a landscaped setting where thele is suffrcient room

for many people to gather f-or special events or just for a visit is important. This is especially true for certain cultures where the

number of visitors is very important and cornfbrting (Von Bommel, personal communication, 2005). The needs of this group

will coincide r,vith other residents' need for a small private space.
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Many people who are not ill believe that people who are need to be excluded fiom the neighbourhood sights, sounds,

and activities. lt is important to remember that for many people the activities within a neighbourhood are exactly what they

need in ot'der to feel parl of the living community until they die rather than being secluded frorn it (Von Bommel, personal

comrnunication, 2005). Studies have shorvn that for some people this need is great and seclusion from society can lesult in a

condition referred to as social death (Chidester, 1990). Seclusion can acflially increase a persons sense of needing to die so

as not to be a bother to anyone. Therefore, depending on the location of the hospice, it is important to have part of it, when

possible, within the active cornmunity around it. Depending on the length of time

a person would be staying at the hospice,

some of the residents will want to walk or be

wheeled alound the property, some people may

want to watch the world go by from a fi'ont

porch.

When healthcare staff were asked what the

most important featules the therapeutic garden

would have for their patients, socialization

was the most important. followed in equal

place by leisule, recreation and psychological

rehabilitation (Cooper'- Marcus & Bames,

1999). They ftrrther state that by labeling
Figwe2T
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a garden as a "healing" garden, "the garden shouid have therapeutic or benefrcial effects on the great majority of its users."

(Cooper Marcus & Barnes, 1999,p.30). Realizing that whatever I design should address as many of the garden visitors needs

as possible. I also realize that there is no way to account for every possible scenario. What factors would encoluage a user to

remain in a therapeutic galden? Staffresponded: enclosed

seating areas and pleasant views. Patients responded:

pleasant view's fi'om galden and ward, the ability to observe

seasonal changes in plant material, watching birds, and fish.

Figure 28

Figure 29
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It's conceivable "a garden could win an ASLA

award ancl not only not cure anybody, but actually

make a signifrcant proportion of the patients sicker'

than if they had no garclen at all" (Thompson, 2000,

p. 54). According to environmental psychologist

Roger Uh'ich, a garden "should contain plominent

amounts of real natule, content such as green

vegetation, flowers, and water." There is no way to

predict every possible scenario that will occur in the

garden setting (Thompson,2000, p. 55).
Figure 30

I also realize there is no one perfect or true response

to a design problem. Julia Cameron, (1992) author of

The Artist's Way,vtrites in her bestselling book that

the pursuit of perfection is an ernpty and troublesome

endeavoru for a pelson focusing on creative pursuits.

I allow myself to experiment freely with the design

possibilities knowing that they may or may not become

palt ofthe frnal product but they are part ofthe process.

Figure 31
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The Door
The door swings open.

You look in. It's dalk in there. Most likely spiders,

Nothing you want. You feel scared.

The door swings closed.

The full moon shines. It's full of delicious juice.

You buy a purse. The dance is nice.

The door opens ancl swings closed so quickly you don't notice.

The sun colnes out. You have swift breakfasts with your husband, who is still thin.

You wash the dishes. You love your children.
You read a book. You go to the movies. It rains moderately.

The door swings open.

You look in. Why does this keep happening now? Is there a secret?

The cloor swings closed.

The snow falis. You clear the walk while breathing heavily.

It's not as easy as once. Your children telephone, sometimes.

The roof needs flxing; You keep youlself busy. The spring arrives.

The door swings open.

It's dark in there r,vith many steps going down.
But what is that shining? Is it water?
The door swings closed.

The dog has died. This happened before.
You got another. Not this time though.
Where is your husband?

You gave up the galclen. It became too much.
At night there are blankets. Nevertheless you are wakeful.
The door swings open.

Oh God of hinges, God of long voyages, You have kept faith.
it's dark in there. You conflned yourself to the darkness.

You step in.
The door swings closed.

(Margalet Atwood, 2007)
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Design Inl.er,-enlion

Figure 33
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f{igh Point West

Low Point East at 32"d Street

Îhe site clrains from west to east and has

a change in elevation of 6.5m over 390rn.

lPonding occurs at low points within the
,,Aspen forest stand. During heavy rain
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iJeslgn
Consiclerations

Landscape
lar Farniliar materials have been used extensively on the site. Sandstone retaining walls and crushed sandstone

pathways incorporate tnaterials that are widely used in Okotoks and surrounding areas. Plantings have
incorporated both native species that are found in the Foothills region. and hyblid species that are comnron
in the residential garden setting. Textures conrmonly experienced in the Foothills are replicated in the
grassland planting at the southem edge of the site. This provides a visual frame on the horizon and the
Foothills beyond. The rear garden is planted with intensely coloured species. Red and purple blooms
provide a harmony of complimentaty coloul combinations. The site furnishings are dornestic in scale with
moveable ñlrniture. this helps to make the grounds feel residential and not institutional.

uarden use The garden provides the user with opportunities for both quiet contemplation and active participation.
Seating in the south garden is provided in places of activity and in areas where solitude is desired. The
choice in engaging with others ol withdrawing to a semi-private areais available. Garden design
incorporates spaces that can accommodate both large gatherings and private or solitary use. Benches and
moveable seating are both available.

rlacement oï
Seating

Seating engages views and provides a sense of security. When placed where the user can have their back
toward a lvall or the trunli of a tree a sense of shelter is provided.

Senses
Areas that are stirnulating and areas that are designed to be restful to the senses ale incorporated.

Staft Ketreat
A separate retreat space for staff members is provided.

bxtend the
Season

Areas of the garden that take advantage of existing microclirnate are incorporated. Designing additional
al'eas, in which sheltel from the wind and exposure to the sun are calculated, will provide the user with
greater opportunity to spend time outdoors comfortably.

walKwavs
Considering that many of the garden visitors will have greatly varying degrees of mobility the choice to
go fol a brief walk or being wheeled around in a wheelchair is available. The walkways are designed to
accommodate wheelchairs and gurneys.

All Ages
Design accommodates people of all ages. Children will spend time at the hospice. Activities such as
q'atching fish, birds or playing on a sw'ing can interest both children and adults.

Figure 37
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South Garden Planting Plan
Figule 39
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The South Galden

The South Garden is the main garden. This

viewing/walk-in garden has a direct southern exposure.

The central courtyard can be used for large functions

like fundraising or other social gatherings and semi-

private functions such as living funerals. The Spruce,

Picea ptmgens, hedge acts as a w'indbreak and increases

the sense of intimacy in the garden. It is confrgured to

provide the user with the choice to be in direct sun or,

on the opposite side of the garden, be in the shade. The

stamped concrete pathway is an appropriate size for a

short walk or be wheeled around the garden. A bench is

placed against the retaining wall featuring a view to the

pond, the garden and the panoramic view of the skyline,

opening to the south and east while giving the seated the

feeling that they are in a semi-enclosed space.

Species List for South Garden

Svmbol Botanical Name Common Name
af Ach ill ea fi li ae n d ul i n a Fernleaf Yarrow
an Aconitum napeÍlus Itlonkshood
dL AIIÌum caeruleum Htue ulobe unron
CV Catananche caerulea Cupíds Dart
cc Chrvsanthemum æcineum Painted Daisv

Co mt t s alhrr.s'Sibe riir:' Sìheri¡n Cn ral Florn¡,¡o od

er Echinops ritro SmaltGlobe Thistle
hp Hydrangea paniculata

'Grandiflora'
Pee Gee Hydrangea

to Iris oermaniea 'Sapohire Hills' Bearded lris
la Jun ip eru s sabrna'Ca lgary

Caroef
Calgary Carpet Juniper

L Lupinus "Camelot Red" Lupin
Ma Malus x 'Almev' Almev Ro svbloom Crabaoole
Md Ìvton a rda d idyrna'P an ora ma

Red'
Bee Balm

oh Paeofira lactfilora uouble Peonv
rt Pere vskia at ri p \icÌfofia Russian Saoe
pl Philadelphus lewissÍ

'Waterton'
Waterton f'd ockorange

D Philadelohus x Mock Oranoe
Pp Picea punoens Colorado Blue Spruce
pt Prunus pennsylvanica Pin Cherry
Þm Prunus tnloba'mulûpla' Double Flowerinq Plum
md Sdene acauls Moss Camnion

Svrinsa retiatlata Japanese Tree Lilac
Sh synnga x nyadnffirllora

Sr.ster Jusfrna'
Hyactntn F l0wered Lrlac

V Viburnum trîlobum American Hiohbr¡sh Cranberrv
NA Naturalized Area

Aqropvron subsecundum AEC Hillcrest Awned Wheatorass
Bromus c¡Tlafus
Dedlamps'a caespifosa

Fringed Bromegrass
Nortran Tufted Hairqrass

EJwnus lnnor¿fus Hairv Wildrve
E|ymus /anceo/afus ssp
Lanæolatus

Elbee Northern Wheatgrass

Poa palusfn's Fow[ Blueqrass
Trisetum spicatum ARC Sentinet Spike Trisetum

Figure 40
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The Spruce hedges act as a walls separating the

courtyard from the adjacent gardens, to the east

and west. These are crescent shaped fragrant

gardens and semi-private spaces. One can walk

through one ofthese gardens from the centre

space nearby. yet feel a sense of privacy while

enjoying the sights. smells and sounds of the

garden. The South Garden is located directly

adjacent to the veranda to allorv for ease of

vierving. There are ovelhead heaters installed

in the veranda so the space is comfortable in

inclement weather. This garden features a variefy

of trees, shrubs,and perennials, detailed list on

page 62. Aruruals will be used sparingly and close

to the veranda to make maintenance and planting

convenient for those that may wish to make a

personal addition to the garden.

Figure 41
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Figure 42

A small pocket garclen with a pond set beneath a patient window allows a visitor to feel close to the patient and still take a

lrreak outside. It features a bird feeder. The principle species in this garden are Dogwo od, Cornus alba,Do\ble Flowering

Plttm, Prunus triloba'Multipla,'Bee Balm, Monctrda didyma. Mock Orange, Philadelphas x. and Russian Sage, Perev.skia

arriplicifulia. A bench is located to provide the user u'ith a relaxing vierv to the pond, the edge of the main garden and to the

prairie beyond.
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Figure 43

Set to the far western edge of this garden is a sandstone retaining wall with a water feature. This space can be used

fbr relaxation and contemplation. The sound of the water masks sounds that rnay be coming from other parts of the galden.

The poncl at the base holds frsh. This would be a likely place for childlen to find entertainment or fascination and a sense

of escape fiorn the adult(s) they are with while still being close enough to the building that their caregivers can see them.

The water feature incorporates both a moving lvater and a still pond. The principle planting on the retaining wall is Calgary

Carpet Juniper, Juniperus sabina. "The sound of water in the garden can expedite patients and loved ones in completing

"unfinished business" by adding the needed blanket of privacy" (Healy, 1986, p.20).



Entlance Garden and Tenace Garden Planting Plan

Figure 44
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Principle Species for Entrance Garden and

Terrace Garden

Symbol Botanical Name Common
Name

Type Quantity

AE Acer qinnala Amur ldaple 80mm 1

a AquiÍegia Columbine 'l Gallon 5

c uemaus
masopetala

Clematis Big
Petal

1 Gallon 4

h Hosta'Francee' llosta l Gallon 20
hh Hemerocallis x

hvbrida'Hvperion'
Daylily 1 Gallon 16

hp Hfirangea
paniatlata
'Grandiflora'

Pee Gee
Hydrangea

1 Gallon c

Lamiurn
maanlatum
'Beacon Silver'

Lamium 1 Gallon 12

tb Loniæra x
brawnie
'Dropmore Scarlet
Trumoet'

Dropmore
Honeysuckle

1 Gallon 3

m5 fv'latteuæia
sf¿rff¡tooferis

Fern 1 Gallon 12

po Physocarpus
opulifolius 'Diablo'

Diablo
Ninebark

1 Gallon o

p Potentilla fruticosa
'Pink Beautv'

Pink Beauty
Potentilla

1 Gallon ôo

pt Prunus tomentosa l.lanking
Cherrv

1 Gallon 1

r Rosa luoodsi Rose 1 Gallon 28
s Salix brachycarpa Bfue Fox

Willow
1 Gallon 10

5d Sheperdia
argentea

Buffaloberry 1 Gallon 2

ss sorþârra ærbÍoila Ashfeaf Soirea 1 Gallon 4
m Svrinaa meveri Mever Lilac 1 Gallon 5

Figure 45
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Figure 46

Alriving at the hospice parking lot, the threshold to the entlance is marked by a Clematis covered arbour. The principle

plantings at the enttance garden are native Roses, Rosa u,oodsi, Blue Fox Willow, Salix brachycarpa and Big Petal Clematis,

Clematis nxacropetctla, on the arbour. These elements act as a threshold feature when moving from the parking lot to the fiont

entrance. The parking lot is designed to City of Calgary specifrcations providing arnple room for maneuvering in the lot and

a parking stall size that people are accustomed to using in this area. These guidelines are required for developrnent penlit

application approval. The end of this earth toned stamped concrete pathr.vay is marked by a large Amur Maple, Acer ginnala.

This species was chosen for its familiar leaf form. fall colour and the distinctive seedpods. From the tree, one can fün east

and proceed to the entrance of the building or turn west and go to the Aspen forest, stop at the labyrinth, or continue walking

the inforrnal pathway system. The portion of pathway that leads to the labyrinth is crushed sandstone, both materials allow

fol wheelchair access. The difference in paving materials serves to differentiate the main entrance of the hospice fiom the

secondary pathway system.
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The fi'ont patio area features a terraced garden that accommodates the steeply sloping site. The stairs are designed to

offer access to the east side of the site. Due to the gradient, a wheelchair accessible ramp could not be plovided at the front

of the building. The lear garden in contrast does not require a ralnp, as this is where the walkout basement is located. For

those using a wheelchair, direct access to eastern portion of the site is gained via the interior elevator at the doorway located

at the east side of the building. The upper terrace is paved with earth toned stamped concrete. The plantings at this portion of

the galden are species that favour fill or parlial shade. Principle species planted at the foundation are Hosta, Hosta spp. and

Lamiunr, Aquilegia. This porlion of the site is sheltered from the north wind by the Aspen stand tliat is directly adjacent to

these gardens. The plinciple plantings on the terrace garden are Fern, Matteuccia stuthiopter¡s, and Lilac, Syringa tixq)eri. The

patio features containers plants and moveable furnitule. This area of the site is north facing. the sunlight here is in the morning

and later in the evenings rnaking it an excellent retreat space from the midday summer sun.
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Iaturalized area: lnstall Native Grass Seed Mix at 30kg/Ha

Naturalized Area

Mown Grass Nursery Grown Sod

ARC Sentinel Spike | 12Vo

Trisetum

Botanical
Name

European
White Birch

Botanical Name Percent of
Seed Mix

AEC Hillcrest Awned

Nortran Tufted

Elbee Northern
\idheatgrass

Elymus
lanceolatus ssp.
Lancealatus

Staff Garden and Species List Figure 48
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Figure 49

The staff garden is located at the southeastern portion of the site. This enclosed area can be accessed from the building

and via tlre pathway system, which connects the north and south edges of the garden. The semi-circular Lilac hedge, Syringa

vulgari,v'Charles Joy'. and V/hite Spruce, Picea glattca, plantings separate this space from the more active areas of the site.

Natural sandstone pavers are set at grade. Benches are conveniently located to offer choices in viewing both on the inside of

the staff galden, and on the south side of the hedge.
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Figure 50

The Screaming Space is located at the northernmost edge of the site. As the narne suggests this space has been

situated here to provide isolation for those who are seeking privacy to scream, cry or just be alone. The plant material here

is Thunderchild Crab Apple, lulalus'Thunderchild', Chokecherry, Prunus llrginiana Melanocatpa, and Scots Pine, Pinus

sylvestris. These plants are chosen to provide a valiety of colour and texture. This plant material also plovides shelter frorn the

wind and screening from the rest of the site providing the user with an opportunity to be alone or rest after rvalking here.
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Screaming Space Planting Plan and Species List

7000

Botanical Name I Common Quantity

Patmore Green
Ash
Thunderchild

Amur Che

Figtre 5l
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Figure

Tlre site is designed to accornmodate horses and dogs. The corral is large enough that grazing is convenient. The

lnanure can be left in place or used, when mature. in the garden. The turning ladius of the loading zone easily receives a horse

trailer or a f,re truck. This portion of the turf is reinforced to allow for both grass and the weight of a vehicle without damaging

the turf. Plantings here ale native species, including Balsam Fir. Abies balsamea. Whitebark Pine, Pinus butgeana, and Balsam

Poplar, Populus halsantifera. These species lvere chosen not only for their beaufy, but also for their ability to provide shade,

resistance to disease. and ease of maintenance. 
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Figure 53

The hospice building is approximately 580m fi'om the sounds of 32nd Street traffic. Decorative sandstone letaining walls detail

the culvert buriecl beneath the road. This sanclstone wall visLrally and physically reinforces the connection to the rnunicipal

roadway. One is located at the rnr-rnicipal roadway connection and one at mid - driveway. Sandstone is used throughout the

site. lt has a golden colour that is visually warfir and familiar to hospice users. A large poftion of the sandstone is extracted

as a byproduct of local excavation processes such as basemerf and roadway developrnent. Sandstone building materials ate

used locally in both residential and municipal settings. Familiarity is irnportant in hospice design. Accorcling to Elizabeth

Kübler-Ross "the hospice patient and visitor are likely to feel more at ease when the facility building and grounds retain as

nruclr refèrence as possible to domestic scale. layout. and ambiance" (Coopet Matcus, 7999 , p . 5 3 4). The base of the retaining

walls are planted with Dogwood. Corntrs albct. and Potentilla. Potentillafruticosa'Pink Beauty', giving this area colour and

textue. This infolmal planting appears as if no gardener had a hand in planting thern. It also serves to stabilize the slope where

it would be inconvenient to rnaintain turf due to the steepness of the slope.
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Figule 54

The arrival signage is located at the load junction: it is installed on a large sandstone boulcler. The driveway leads to the

maintenance access, and to the parking lot. The turn to the west ends at the parking lot. The turn to the east is for maintenance

access and the pet boarding area. The plinciple species that provide a backdrop for the signage are Scots Pine, Pinus sylve,sfris,

White Spruce. Picea glauca, and Schubert Chokecheny, Prunus Vit'giniana 'Schubert'.
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written tó'give diffeient þer's.pråéJ'!¡19!' onr how some of

The sky is overcast, it is glóómy-.r''Mut<iirg our.way, down thç smooth sildncè of thâfò:ng'diveW'âf;ïve qee the bright expqnse.

of canola stretched out acÍpss the horizon. Oqr view is momentarill''þunctr.14Jç-4,by a stand,of.Aspèn, rvhich passes quickty, I

think I caught a -ulimpse of the hospice building.
....:..::.|,i...,f.'.....::.;',.;......1.''.

There is still tirne for a miracle.

vy'e pass a threshold 
' 
wiarefyií{:tdíie, we keep moving àlông, The rulse"t é,1our ôf$!ó"$,*",-Mernories: of

being back at home laughinþ at olp dog frolicking in our garden;,ôharqsrÚ*1ertieS. /et py, we'rett4gghing
,: ., . :: 

-tt"'. 
"ti''^t ":',,t. . .,.:',;": .'' ,

This can't be happeninþ.- | ,t ; 'i , ';

: :i: . ...' i ' ''i'i" 
:--'

The tree allttg {;f this p$h urges me onward. Ar¡ivflg at the tlee,'I..sgé.the þâ.þ,to ttre rÌglrt leads to the. forebt, the suface
... t' ; / .'..1:

sliglrtlydifferenttlianthisone'Ilooktotheleftandseetherampandstairs,rve,leheLe.

This canrt be happenin'' + ¡ rr¡¡ó'

.: ::, . : ..:..:i. .,:,./'a.:.,.::'..a::.)t'1-,t:
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Tlrc Person Dying - Acceptance.

We are sitting on the velanda warmed by the heatels above. They are all hele, almost all of them. They call it a living fu¡eral.

I'm so g1@ to see them, they're talking, hugging, tlie childrèn,are laughing as they play on the swings ald run around the ,,

garcle'. Some people 4re crying. . ,: ,1

ItS:a]right.I,mready,'I,mgladthey,rehere.. - . , ..' .'1 ,, ., ' , ,,,... :.

I want to join,,the.rn ir.f ttrl courtyard It shouldn't be too windy. the hedges help keep the wind out 
.My 

friend takes me to the

courtyard, Thêre are so many people, I can't concentrate; he wants to talk, we ûtove around to the'other sicle of the hedge. .

Tlris is better, quieter but l still feel close to everyone. I smell something, it srnells like plums. I realr,ze, ills the tall.purple

floweis to rny right. My friend reaches out to hold rny hand and tells rne, the srnell is frorn the h:is. I'm exltausted..; and fall

asleep.l

Later that night the window is sliglitly open, I awaken in my rooll1 to the sound of the geese flying overhead. I recall the

moments inthe garden this aftentoon, the galden, just beyond the window. In my room. I can smell the'frgsh cut Iris cJose-þy
. ,', t

on lny niglrtstald. 'I can't see them but I know they are there on rny bedside table, I can smell them. ,'He.musthave cut oná fó1.
,....t'., r , t ',,'

nre. I'ln so tired.

Everythiug will be alright.

I'm ready.
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".iCaregit,er: Depression. 
, .:,

Dawn is breaking, after a long and tiring night. It's too much today, I need a break. Arn I rnaking a difference?

. . .:, 
.

I need to get outside. As I'm leaving outthe side door the smell of pine stlikes my nose, the freshness is striking,'it's so great

to get out here. I'm so sad, he harclly had any visitors. I'm drained. Did I make a difference? '.

The grass is wet with morning dew I'm glad for the paving stones My feet will stay dry. I move to the corner wherelit feels

like being at the edge of a forest clearing. It', p.u..fullh"ré. L".t watching the birds fly to and fi'om the feeder-

Didlmakeadifference?

i decide to walk out to the labyrinth I can go back in ancl take the elevator but I don,t want to, I donit want to,gó burti,il yet,
:

I move around the edge of the garden - its beauty is so refieshing.,As I walk trpfhe small hill, Ty breathing qulckens slightly.

Now I'm walking tluough the Aspen. I find rnyself in the Labyrinth clearing. I decide to walk into it, just to see. I pause at

the opening then begin. My breathing'becomes regulal and my thoughts wander back to Jim i don't feel as depressed nor.v. I

continue walking. It's so peaceful here. I see the tree and bench at the centre; I am almost at the middle though it is hard to

tell. I continue mv walk focusing on my rnovernent upon this path. I reach the centre and feel aware of my own emotions.

they overcome me. I cry. I am sad but I feel I knowhe dicl notclie alone,I was there, andl do rnake a difference.
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Loved One: Anger'/ Blaming.

I'rngoirrgfor.awalk'I1ravetogetoutoftlrisplace,I'rngoingcTary.

Why is this happening? There is no justice in the world. This j¡¡gt isn't fair. I hate you God, I hate this world and I hate this.,'.... ,... ': .

' at. ,

place. It's youl own fault too, if you would have taken bettel care of y-ourself this never would liavg happ9l"U,,,t. sl.rould have

done more. I have to get out,of this place. I'm going outside. I run down the path in the woods. .. ',,, . '

I lrate tlris, I have to getaway.

Irunpastthelabyr"inthandlkeepgoing..:..

I hate this, I have to get away.

' , 
"'"t.. ' 

:'::'

l am away.

I scream, the scream of all my anger and fi'ush-ation. There is no one alound to hear me.
.. ..4. 

,' ì ..': t.

I feel better and succumb to the reality of what is happening.

,..r|,. l 
, :r. .; .:, 4,.,

I slowly w-alk backto.ft:building. ,. ,'t ' , . ., ' , '
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Chapter Five - Conclusion

The moon will wax, the moon will wane.
The rnist and cloud will turn to rain,

The rain to rnist and cloud again,
Tomorrow be today.

fronr Keramos (Longfellolv, 1 886, p. 222)

The research process has contributed to a broadening of my understanding of death and dying and the role of the garden

in that context. I have a greater understanding of why we avoid sensitive issues like death. It seerns we avoid the topic to spare

the other fi'om their pain, other tirnes it seems we avoid the topic to spare ourselves from our own pain. I hope that this work

sheds light on a topic that is often darkened under the guises of social sympathy. The autoethnographic method has been used in

an attempt to draw the reader into this work, to feel in sorne w'ay what it may be like to experience the emotional, human side of

the hospice envilonment. One fact of life is that death is universal. We will all die, all the natural world dies.

The goal in developing a hospice garden is to help people face and cope with death and dying. In many ways, this

garden acts as a satrctuary in a time set outside of the everyday. When people are forced to confront the harshest of realities,

the environment they are suffounded by should offer choices. By designing a landscape that supports the complex of emotions

sulrounding this highly emotional time, the garden lends its comfort, stimulation and its secret spaces to those that choose to

enter. At the beginning of this process, I had assumed that the end would be definitive and conclusive, it is not. Crystallization

provides us with a deepened complex, thoroughly partial, undelstanding of the topic. Paradoxically we know more and doubt

what we know (Denzin, 2005,p.522). It is my hope that this work will cause other designers to huly embrace the situations that

they design for', because ultimately design is about creating spaces for human experience. If we do not strive to rurdelstand
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these experiences, we cannot adequately design for thern. Without seeing the circumstances that require support, the places

we are designing are at risk of being stagnant.

I will never know how this work will affect the leader or, how the experience of the hospice landscape will affect the

garden visitor. My thoughts are in alignrnent with Camus when he speaks of the nature of his knowledge, "This heart within

me I can feel, and I judge that it exists. This r,vorld I can touch. and I likewise judge that it exists, thele encls all my knowledge,

and the rest is construction" (Camus, 1955, p. 14).

Proforlnd life experiences punctuate the horizons of oru understanding, defining our very perception of life itself. I

believe these experiences should be surrounded by the beauty ofa garden.
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lv'Iemories of That Week

Your strength, courage
Yor.rr pain
The clearness of your beautiful blue-
Gray eyes

Your hand held in mine-
You hold me so tight
I know that you will
Never give up, never let me go

For me
For you
Love so leal
Ancl when it is all over..,
I see us holding hands
With all the life in
This world
We are running with all the
Strength of life
Through a beautiful freld of flowers
Laughter', Health, Life.

Barbs journal entry, aftel husband died ofAIDS.
1 0-8-93
(Latlrer & Smithies,1997, p. 156)

Figule 55
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